Pulsatile mechanical pressure promotes Angiotensin-converting enzyme expression in aortic smooth muscle cells.
Hypertension is a major risk factor for atherosclerosis, and elevated pressure (i.e., mechanical pressure stresses) has been known to modulate vascular remodeling, possibly by affecting the tissue renin-angiotensin system. In the present study we applied pulsatile pressure to human aortic smooth muscle cells (HASMCs) and investigated whether mechanical pressure stress affects cell proliferation and/or the angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE), and we tested whether the administration of an angiotensin II (AII) receptor blocker has a favorable effect. Three hours of pulsatile atmospheric pressure resulted in an approximately 8% increase in cell proliferation of human aortic smooth muscle cells. The cell surface ACE level, enzyme activity and mRNA expression were all elevated (37%, 110% and 17%, respectively) under pressurized conditions, and co-administration of AII reduced all these values. The reductions in these three parameters resulting from the administration of AII were all abolished by AII receptor blocker co-administration and values were increased (11%, 62% and 12%, respectively) under pressurized conditions. Pulsatile atmospheric pressure increased the amount of phosphorylated extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) by approximately 54% in HASMCs. The administration of PD98059 (10 microM) resulted in a decrease in phosphorylated ERK and ACE activity in HASMCs compared to those of the pressurized control. From these observations, we conclude that pulsatile mechanical pressure is one of the mediators of ACE production in vascular smooth muscle cells and that AII receptor blocking may prevent negative feedback. The present findings may provide a potential therapeutical target beyond lowering blood pressure in hypertensive patients.